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Editors Notes: Darryl Bourke
Stay Safe
The COVID19 virus travel restrictions have really limited our clubs
physical events in relation to our historical vehicles. However, it has given
us more time, as we are in lock down, to start, continue, refresh, finish or
touch-up those restoration projects, let alone all those other ’must do one
day” tasks. We look forward to hearing about your “COVID 19” projects.
Great Stories
Thanks to our regular contributors there are great stories in this edition
for you to read. You will be teased by the first episode of Hugh and Bevs
Around the World in 573 days. Please write up your story to share with
us.
Stepping Up
While in isolation and practicing social distancing, consider the benefits
you gain from getting involved. Don’t let all your talents lay idle, reinvigorate them by Stepping Up to a STHARC committee position. The
STHARC constitution limits the terms of the President, and Vice
President and both are up for grads at the next AGM. This is your
opportunity so let our secretary know of your intension to nominate now.

The cover photo is of an Okrasa
modified VW motor.

Our thanks to Homestead Press for their support:
3 Paterson Pde, Queanbeyan NSW 2620 Tel: 026299 4500 Fax: 026299 4200 Email printing@homesteadpress.com.au
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Presidents Report
Dear Members
Since our last club meeting, as we all know, our lives have been
overturned by COVID-19. I trust that you are all well and practicing social
distancing. I have not heard of any member being effected. Please let me
know if you need something done and we will try to help out.
The near future doesn’t look like much change will be sanctioned by the
Government. So it will be more of the same for a while.
Our Events Director Hugh Spencer, has established a closed Facebook
group for STHARC for those who use Facebook. Each day Hugh puts up
a motoring quiz but members can start a topic for us all to join in eg. your
favourite motoring movies. There have been some good submissions so
far. If you a working on a project, then you can post photos on what you
are
working
on.
Darryl our editor has provided details on the STHARC Facebook group in
this copy of the WHEEL.
It appears the the shopping panic is beginning to settle now. Maureen
was able to buy Eggs, filo pastry and the elusive toilet paper the other
day. If you are still experiencing difficulties buying what you need you can
let us know and one of our members may be able to point you to a shop
that has what you need or you can post to our Facebook group.
For you folk who may not have a computer or the internet please Do not
feel left out - please ring and have a chat with any of the committee or
club members. If you need someone’s phone number please contact our
Membership Secretary Pam Corbett. I’m sure she can assist.

Our thanks to Homestead Press for their support:
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We can’t use our club plated cars for recreational purposes currently
however, those on NSW H plates can drive if it is for essential purposes. I
would exercise caution because you can be stopped by Police and asked
to explain. Personally I would take my modern instead.
Now is a good time, before the weather turns cold, to do any maintenance
in your vehicles. Or, give your pride and joy a tidy up and polish. So when
all this COVID-19 is over you will be proud to take her out.
I guess the ladies have been busy trying new dishes or in the case of my
Maureen trying new crafty things. If you have some nice recipes or craft
you could share by uploading to the STHARC Facebook group.
I have been busy wood turning but am ready now to give attention to our
cars. Maureen’s car needs its power steering pump replaced- that’s a first
for me.
Don’t forget our Editor is desperate for articles for the WHEEL, so now is
a good time to put a little story about your vehicle together with some
photos.
Well folks please stay safe until we all are
able to meet again.
Joe Vavra

President
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MOTOR MUSEUM OF WA by Ian Robinson
Motor Museum of Western Australia
A short visit to Perth late last year provided an opportunity to visit the
Motor Museum of Western Australia in the suburb of Whitman Park. The
museum, which is run by volunteers and has been operating since 1994,
is housed in two large sheds covering almost 4,000 square metres. It is
home to over 200 vehicles and an extensive display of models cars and
motoring memorabilia.

The museum has a remarkably diverse range of cars on display: from an
early 1900s Stanley Steamer through to Daniel Ricardo’s 2014 Red Bull
Formula 1 car. Aside from a beautifully restored 1956 VW Beetle (clearly
the pick of the museum!), I was particularly interested in a couple of
custom built FX Holden station wagons, a 1974 Leyland Force 7V coupe
(- based on the Leyland P76, this prototype is, apparently, one of only ten
in existence), and a pristine 1960 XK Falcon sedan (displayed between a
beautiful 1950 Ford Prefect and a 1946 Ford V8).
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Seeing the XK and the Force 7V brought back distant memories. I
remember clearly as a young boy going to a Ford showroom in 1960 to
look at the newly released XK Falcon. I was definitely a Holden boy at
that time (the family car was an FX Holden), so, by definition, I considered
the Ford was rubbish! Some years later, I eagerly read all the press hype
about the development of the Leyland Force 7V, which sadly came to
nothing. I’m not sure if the Force 7V could also fit a 44 gallon drum in the
boot, like the P76, but I’m guessing it could.
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Seeing the XK and the Force 7V brought back distant memories. I
remember clearly as a young boy going to a Ford showroom in 1960 to
look at the newly released XK Falcon. I was definitely a Holden boy at
that time (the family car was an FX Holden), so, by definition, I considered
the Ford was rubbish! Some years later, I eagerly read all the press hype
about the development of the Leyland Force 7V, which sadly came to
nothing. I’m not sure if the Force 7V could also fit a 44 gallon drum in the
boot, like the P76, but I’m guessing it could.
Should you find yourself in Perth with a few hours to kill, a visit to the
museum is well worthwhile (-if only to see the ’56 Beetle!)
Ian Robinson
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Another display which really appealed to me was the placing of a 1927
Austin 7 next to a 1974 Rolls Royce Phantom IV Limousine – two
opposite ends of the British motoring spectrum: one tiny and utilitarian;
the other enormous and luxurious. You might say it was a case of “from
the sublime to the ridiculous”, but I’m guessing different people would
have different views as to which car was sublime and which was
ridiculous. By putting the two side by side, it’s clear the museum staff
have a good sense of humour.
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CHMC REPORT by Ray Ives
CHMC PRESIDENTS REPORT APRIL 2020
Since our last meeting in October our country has experienced possibly
the worst summer on record for drought and bushfires and recently
COVID19. Sadly, some of our members have been severely affected by
one or more of these events with losses of homes, stock, property and in
some cases heritage vehicles. Our thoughts and prayers are with those
affected. Your CHMC committee considered sending a donation to the
bushfire appeal but due to the confusion surrounding the distribution of
the funds, which have already been donated, we decided to wait until the
dust or ash settles and consider what we do then.
All of our lives have been impacted in some way due to the corona virus
and for those who have been ill or have loved ones affected we trust you
recover and are soon back to normal(whatever that will be). As we are
all asked to limit our exposure and stay at home, I hope that we don’t
lose our enthusiasm for driving our heritage vehicles. This could be a
good time to do some of those jobs on your vehicle which you have been
putting off for a rainy day.
Our CHMC registrar, Alan, continues to receive communications from
clubs interested in joining this council, and information regarding what
CHMC is about is forwarded to these clubs. Often, we never hear from
them again. I am not sure what they are looking for, but I suspect they
think CHMC will be an easy way to get cheap registration on sometimes
heavily modified vehicles without going through the correct channels.
The logbook is in the pipeline, and to that end we had a meeting with
Transport for NSW back in December to brainstorm all those interested
parties on what is desired and required in the design of a logbook. I
suspect this will be a slow process but, in the meantime, we continue to
use the A4 sheet.

Our thanks to Homestead Press for their support:
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AHMF festival at Albury
Unfortunately, due to COVID 19 the AHMF festival at Albury had to be
cancelled as was the Rally at Temora. Since then most clubs have had to
cancel meetings and events for the foreseeable future but I trust that you
are keeping in touch with each other via email, Facebook zoom etc. Your
committee members are constantly in touch with each other and are
monitoring anything which may be of interest or concern to the heritage
vehicle movement and where necessary forward that information to our
member clubs.
As most of you would be aware our annual rally was cancelled this year
due to the AHMF festival, but we are now looking for a club to host the
annual rally in 2021. Please consider if your club would like to run such
an event. This rally brings a lot of money to the community of the host
club and is a great opportunity to give something back to this great hobby.
It would be a real shame if we were unable to hold the rally in 2021 due to
lack of a host club.
Fifty Years Ago
This year will be 50 years since a small group of enthusiastic countrybased clubs got together to form what is now CHMC. We will be
celebrating this milestone at our half yearly meeting 24th October which
will be held at Raymond Terrace in the Hunter area. Apart from the usual
meeting, we are planning a dinner on the Saturday evening with
cartoonist Warren Brown as our guest speaker. We have some rooms
held at the Motto Farm Motel at Raymond Terrace, where we will be
holding the meeting and the dinner, so please make your bookings ASAP.
Delegates are encouraged to bring as many club members as possible.
We would like this to be a great celebration. A run to places of interest in
the area is being arranged for the following day, Sunday 25th and I would
encourage anyone to bring their heritage vehicle if possible. I am aware
of one club who are making this a club run and staying for a few extra
days to look around Hunter wine country.
Finally, I would like to thank the committee members for their time and
effort in looking after the interests of our members.
Please look after each other and stay safe
Ray Ives
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EVENT DIRECTORS REPORT by Hugh Spencer
Event Directors Report as at 19 April 2020
Another day in isolation as the pandemic continues so nothing’s
happened. Or has it?
Clearly for the moment STHARC activity will continue to be determined
by the Federal and NSW governments and respective medical advice.
So there will continue to be no face-to-face events or activities during
this time. It is not clear at this stage when this situation will change. On a
positive note the STHARC resident statistician (Beverley Lang) who has
been mapping the pandemic since the beginning is seeing some very
encouraging trends in the spread of this virus. It is clear that new
infections have fallen dramatically with zero new infections in the ACT
for days now.
If a staggered relaxation of travel restrictions is implemented then
statistically our region at the time of writing would be a good candidate
for preliminary easing. But we will have to wait and see.
STHARC Facebook chat group
In the interim, as events director during the COVID 19 emergency I have
in consultation with the committee set up a Facebook page to enable
members to communicate directly with one another much as we do over
coffee and biscuits at a typical meeting.
The Facebook group is a private group so you have to contact me on the
group page and either I or Pam will check membership lists and grant
access. The group is not open to other groups or members of the public.
Group name is STHARC so if you do a search you should find it. The
banner is a cover picture of The Wheel and the URL is https://
www.facebook.com/groups/3363116050369961/
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FACEBOOK GROUP for STHARC
The STHARC Facebook Group has:

•

A daily competition word quiz

•

A section where pictures of your cars, restoration projects or other
automotive stuff can be shared

•

A section with photos of cars you wish you still had!
A planned Virtual Car Show under the events tab the for May. So just
scroll across to the right and you will find it. The Virtual Car Show is
meant to be a bit different and show a short video of your car preferably
running. We already have a couple of videos up including one with a
Dog driving! Make it funny if you wish. A laugh is always a good thing!
The Face book group is your group, not my group. So please add
whatever stuff, questions whatever you would like to have or share. At
the end of the COVID pandemic it is my intention to discuss with you all
as to whether we should continue with the Facebook chat group,
mothball it or delete it. That will be a discussion between you as
members and the committee who will make the final group decision. The
Facebook group is not intended to replace or replicate the STHARC
Web page currently maintained by Malcom which performs a different
purpose. All thoughts welcome.
Historic Vehicles during the Pandemic
Personally I wont be using our vehicles as I am either putting them
together, or pulling them to bits! Recreational use of any vehicle is
clearly banned at present as it does not meet current criteria. As historic
vehicles are intrinsically recreational in nature and group meetings are
banned, I would not want to have a discussion with the police
concerning my use of a vehicle on historic plates. The fines are
considerable. Could you write into the log book that you are going on a
shopping trip to ALDI? Well that’s your call.
Do your best to stay safe and talk to your mates. The club is still in
operation. And if in doubt talk to someone. It’s always good to share. I
am hoping to get back to the Atlantic tomorrow after this fantastic
autumn. I have been side-tracked growing lawns!
And please share any stories with our editor.
All the best in restoration and whatever you get up to.
Hugh
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The German invasion

by Lawrie Nock

VW Beetle
Then the story of who really won the war started to emerge. One of
Dad’s friends in Sydney introduced him to the VW Beetle. This addictive
little beast soon took over in my father’s mind from all other cars. It
wasn’t quick enough as supplied so he fixed that with a hair dryer/
vacuum cleaner or whatever they used in those days to supercharge
cars. The ‘Blower” as I think it was called worked really well. It blew the
crankshaft apart. There was a better way and some Yank crew who also
thought the VW needed more power developed what I knew as an
“Okrasa” kit.

Okrasa powered
The problem with being a VW owner or worse still a motor dealer selling
these little wonders was that all those nasty Ford and Holden owners
wanted to put you in your place, which they believed was behind them. I
don’t believe that they had only the VW’s superior sealing against dust or
the VW’s limited top speed in their minds when they rushed to get past
whenever a smooth piece of sealed road appeared. Anyway Mr Okrasa
put a stop to that nonsense. I was of course always a bit embarrassed to
be a passenger when my father’s Okrasa powered 1955 beetle was
flogging these other makes on the straights and up hills. Had I been the
driver I might have shown much greater moderation, humility and respect
that my father did. Both the 1955 Okrasa and the 1956 beetle with twin
carbies remained with us until after my father died.
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VW—Porsche
The other way to sort out the enemy with a VW was called a Porsche.
The first one I saw arrived in the mid 1950s on the train from Broken Hill.
One of the O’Neil family who were the NSW Porsche dealers at the time
came with it. When the car headed on by road to Sydney Dad and I went
with it. The Porsche didn’t impress me anything as much as the 300 SL
Gullwing which O’Neils had at their premises wherever it was that we
ended up in Sydney. At just 6,000 pounds second hand it wasn’t a cheap
car but I was very impressed. Had my sit of glory. In those days trophy
photos weren’t all the rage so there is no reliable record. At about the
same time I was introduced to the Rolls Royce Silver Cloud which was on
York’s showroom floor. It was an imposing vehicle. I don’t recall much
else about it except for the fact that it too was very expensive.
Aussie-built Ascort
The other way to make a statement with a VW was to get an Ascort.
When one of Dad’s friends who made the VW based Ascort brought it to
town, we lined it up outside the front of our home with a locally owned
Gogomobile Dart. “Not the Dart? Yes the Dart” of a similar silver colour
for a photo opportunity. Don’t see either of them on the road anymore.
The VW transporter range was the backbone of the PMG and HG Palmer
electrics service fleets. The VW factory made an ambulance version of
the transporter which we took as floor stock and found it was incredibly
hard to sell. The split window VW transport van we used as our shop
delivery vehicle was just a bomb of a thing which received little respect
from anyone.
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Austin 1800 Mk11

by Joe Vavra

“Sylvester” the Austin 1800 Mk11 Utility
The Austin 1800 utility was designed entirely in Australia and featured a
flat loading tray with very narrow wheel arch intrusions giving increased
capacity, rear hydrolastic units, and the fitment of additional torsion bars
to the rear suspension. It was released in July 1968 in MKI form with both
manual and automatic transmission options and was later upgraded to
MKII and continued until late 1970. Two Tasman utilities were made, one
was crash tested, and the other reportedly sold privately. The final drive
ratio for the manual transmission utilities was 4.75:1 compared to 4.187:1
for the sedan. For the automatic transmission, there was no difference in
ratio. Unlike the sedan, where the rear suspension provides a superb ride
quality, the utility is rather harsh unless there is a substantial load in the
tray.
MKII had PBR dual circuit brakes, spin-on oil filter, pull up hand brake,
pendant style accelerator pedal (replaces organ pedal of the MKI),
different grille and indicator/parking lamps. Many MKII's had a radio fitted
to the centre console where it more correctly should be placed up in the
wood grain strip. As a consequence, the original oddment bin for the
centre console is somewhat of a rarity.
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Interestingly, the compliance plate for a late MKII utility specifies a seating
capacity of 3 and there are seat belt anchorages for a centre position.
According to the regulations of the day, manufacturers had to provide a
third seat belt anchorage (not the belt!) for the front if the seat had a width
to accommodate three people - and the bench seat of the utility qualified.
If you wanted the actual lap belt, you could buy it as an accessory.

The spartan Mk1 utility had plain door cards, no elbow rest, bench seat,
no heater, cigar lighter, or radio, but did offer an automatic transmission
as an option. The overall appearance of the utility is thought to be more
balanced than the sedan and has a somewhat purposeful look.
Australian Production Numbers:
Utility MKI Manual 820; MKI Auto 44,
MKII Manual 1175; MKII Auto 112. Total of 2151
(estimated from service bulletin information and likely to be low by about
200 vehicles).
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Our Austin 1800 MkII Utility.
Our 4 speed Manual Austin 1800 Utility was purchased new, from K. D.
McCallum & CO, the Austin-Morris Dealer, at 76-80 Summer Street,
Orange NSW on 28 July 1970 by Mr. C. A. Mitchell from Orange. The
Registration number then was BDB-574 the colour is Prospect Ivory
(Cream).
Mr. Mitchell loved his 1800 Ute and used it for short trips into town to buy
his cigarettes, groceries, a visit to see his mates and the odd country trip.
Nothing heavy or something that would mark the tray was ever carried.
On returning home he would put the ute into the garage, cover it with a
blanket (he did this religiously) and shut the shed. Mr. Mitchell enjoyed
his ute and he left this world at the ripe old age of 102.
Second Owner. Mr Mitchell’s family could not bear to sell the Ute
knowing how much their dad loved it but after some years later decided
the Ute needed to be enjoyed and used. They sold it to a chap in Victoria
in 1999, an enthusiast who put the car on Victorian Historic rego. Since
owning the ute, he had only driven it on club runs and the odd country
trip. Although he loved the ute, he had other car interest. Plymouth/
Valiant Cars of the early to mid-1960s. He was undertaking another
restoration and need some garage space. Subsequently, in March 2014,
the 1800 Utility was advertised for sale with a healthy load of new and
used parts.
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Missec one in Canowindra
I had been looking for an 1800 Ute for a while and had just missed out on
purchasing one in Canowindra. Maureen was doing her Googling thing
and found for sale in Melbourne, the Mr Mitchell’s ute above. We
arranged to view it in two days’ time. We asked the now 2nd owner not to
sell the car on us because we would be driving from Canberra. He agreed
but we had to be there by 10am because he would be having lunch with
his daughter that day. We stayed in Wodonga overnight and made an
early start next morning. We arrived at 9:50am phew! He wasted no time
and took us around to his shed. He opened the roll-a-door revealing a car
covered by a blanket. Now the add said the Ute is in exceptional condition
etc etc etc but we thought that to be the usual build up they put in car
adds. Well, when the blanket was removed and the Ute revealed our jaws
dropped and our eyes couldn’t believe what we were looking at. It was
magnificent all round and matched the add word for word. No dents or
scratches or blemishes of any kind. The car had only travelled 34,500
miles since new and by the appearance I believed it. I took the car for a
little drive. It ran smoothly, like a new car I thought.
Well the owner was not too keen to negotiate on the price but I got him to
drop it a smidgeon. We paid much more than we had seen any 1800 for
sale, both sedan or utility. We agreed the money we paid was worth it
because we had to do nothing to it. The owner had fitted new tyres and
had it serviced by an experienced BMC mechanic. The Tonneaux cover
was the original as was the spare tyre that had never been on the road.
We shook hands on the deal. He went to lunch with his daughter, we went
to the bank and obtained a Bank Cheque and had lunch ourselves. On
returning to the house we were shown the parts that came with the Ute. It
was a struggle but we managed to load the Ute tray to capacity. There
were boxes of brand new and old stock parts. A good number of very
good, hard to get used parts, had to be loaded as well.
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Having said our farewells and thank you we left for Canberra via Cann
River, I drove the ute until we were out of the Melbourne suburbs and
stopped to fuel up. Maureen drove our new purchase until Lakes
Entrance where we stopped I a cabin overnight. Next day we were drove
on with Maureen now driving the modern. We enjoyed the drive and the
way the car performed. We arrive home in Canberra late afternoon. The
first person back home to see Sylvester was John Corbett, he was
suitably impressed even though it wasn’t a Ford.
Why Sylvester? Wel, we were restoring / rebuilding our 1972 12’ 6”
Capricorn Birdie Deluxe Caravan at the time. It was named Tweety Bird
(obviously). Therefore, it was reasonable that the Ute be named
Sylvester.
Since owning the Ute we have been on some lovely trips. The first big
one was to Tassie with Sylvester and Tweety Bird for the bi-annual
Austins Over Australia rally. We spent 6 weeks in Tassie. Whilst in
Scottsdale we came across a line-up of classic vehicle in the main street.
They were promoting the car show for the following day and invited us to
display the ute since it was such a rare vehicle. On the display day I
blackened the tyres and tonneaux cover and drove to the showground.
There were some fine cars there and a good line up of commercial
vehicles. You could have knocked me over with a feather when I heard
the organiser announce the award for the best commercial vehicle was to
go to a lovely ute from Canberra. We received a nice framed certificate
and $80 to spend in town. Awesome!! .
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We went to Sydney for the Annual Austin Club Concours and display day
– we took out Best Commercial Vehicle and Most Authentic Vehicle and
2nd place outright. I don’t really like Concours but they insisted I enter the
ute. That will teach them a lesson hey!
One thing I have had to stress to all passengers or onlookers is “DON’T
slam the door!!”. The doors can be shut by the touch of a finger. I have
never had a car new or older that I could do that with. Since owning the
utility we have fitted a factory option rear venetian and a mesh sun-visor.
Oh! By the way a new tyre has been fitted to the spare.
I think we have about 37000 miles on the odometer now.
Well there you have it. “Sylvester” the Austin 1800 MKII Utility probably
one of the nicest examples in Australia.

Joe & Maureen Vavra
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AROUND THE WORLD IN 573 DAYS by Hugh
Episode 1
The rain was pissing down in Hobart. It was 7th of June 2016 and we had
agreed to take my parents on a 6 week caravan trip to Tasmania in April.
It was wet, I mean soaking continual weeks wet, and mould was setting in.
Our caravan is really a tent with a horse float stuck on it. We were
sleeping in the tent bit out the front and they had the luxurious
checkerplate floor!. At least we were off the boggy ground. A bit. We'd
escaped from each other's fetid company - don't talk to me about socks and found refuge in some Irish pub with a roaring great fire and hot stew
and cider. It was marvellous. We were slightly happy. Beverley and I were
talking. We were desperate to get away. I can't remember whose idea it
was but it just kind of grew. I had always wanted to go on a cruise, a long
one and Beverley just wanted to see the world. It had been 25 years with
children since we had last travelled overseas. So sitting in the pub
discussing travel Beverley flips through her smart phone and discovers
this thing called a repositioning voyage. Royal Carribean had a one way
voyage a year away from Sydney to Singapore. This meant we could get
to Asia without flying. How far could we go without flapping our wings?
Well Carpe Diem is strong in my family, so we do stuff. And so in that pub
with too many ciders we booked our trip and paid our money. We had no
idea what would happen.
To be continued ...
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Seiffert Automotive

All types of mechanical work done to most
makes and models of vehicles.
Authorised Inspection Station NSW & ACT.

Albert & Andrew Neuss
8 Endurance Ave Queanbeyan
02 6297 6225
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